WELL DOES THE WORLD GO, 
THE WORLD GO, THE WORLD GO 
WELL DOES THE WORLD GO, 
WITH MPHA

Take your place it’s not too late 
To join us as we celebrate 
This APHA affiliate 
Our M P H A

One hundred ten may seem quite long 
But MPHA is going strong 
To honor that we sing this song 
About M P H A

Something that we all embrace 
That our state’s a healthy place 
And public health has set the pace 
Through M P H A

From Argyle to Zumbrota 
We bring health to Minnesota 
And a model for WisDakota 
Through M P H A

Public health giants in our land 
Provide shoulders on which to stand 
Helping our vision to expand 
In M P H A

Chesley, Lewis, Wellstone, Keyes 
Led our fight against disease 
We’ve been blessed with models like these 
In M P H A

Lowering morbidity 
And advancing equity 
We work toward that reality 
In M P H A

Social justice is what we seek 
In that search we won’t be meek 
It’s our goal week after week 
In M P H A.

So, fresh may the breezes blow 
Clear may the streams flow 
Blue above and green below 
Due to M P H A

On one thing we all agree 
Education is the key 
Especially on Cable TV 
Sponsored by M P H A 

This is not an alternative fact 
Nor a simple fake news tract 
Public health is here to act 
Through M P H A

Although invisible don’t misconstrue 
The importance of the work you do 
To unsung heroes a big Thank You 
From M P H A

Yes it’s time to celebrate 
The healthy world we will create 
In our towns throughout the state 
With M P H A

Now it’s time to end this song 
Eventually we’ll all be gone 
But MPHA will still go on 
Long live M P H A

WELL DOES THE WORLD GO, 
THE WORLD GO, THE WORLD GO 
WELL DOES THE WORLD GO, 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MPHA!

MPHA